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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the creation energy of a soliton pair 2E »= 4 ^ In- i,s less than the
s

energy of an e-h pair 2 A , the latter is metastable w.r.p. to the former.

Similarly, a single electron (hole) will decay into a polaron with energy E

= 2[2^y/u. . On the other hand, the soliton pair can be created directly by-

absorbing a photon of energr less than the optical gap with the assistance of

the lattice quantum fluctuation. The nonradiative decay of the e-h pair into

soliton pair and that of an electron into polaron have been studied numerically

by Su and Schrieffer on a discrete lattice. The photoproduction of soliton

2
pairs has "been considered by Sethna and Kivelson using the instanton tech-
nique. Both radiative and nonradiative processes of soliton and polaron gene- .
ration as well as the l i fe- t ioe effects on the band-to-band and kink-to-band
optical absorption have been studied by us ' using the generalized theory of
la t t ice relaxation . In th is paper we summarize our main results and compare
them with the recent experimental data.
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TI. NONRADIATIVE PROCESS

The standard version of the SSH Hamiltonian can be identically rewritten
as follows:

K = Jit

(2)

(3)

'(4)
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where Y !xl . , 7xJ are spinor fermion operators, f, , £- Pauli

matrices, H"-J daggered lattice displacement operator with U^Orjas i ts clas-

sic: al counterpai I and tA.fx) as the velocity operator. The linear density

_f = K/a, H = (CH) group mass and a the lattice constant. Here VF is tho

Fermi velocity and oi. the electron-phonon coupling constant. For simplicity

we limit ourselves to the single frequency model ( tOb = (4K/M) , K the spring

constant) for the optical phonons. A summation over the spin indices is under-

stood where needed, while the x integration is taken over the chain l

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the state vector can be decomposed

<5>

with l«?> diagonalizing the electron Hamiltonian and \n> — the phonon

Hamiltonian of shifted origin. Also, the diagonal matrix elements of Mitt

should vanish for both |e> and /«T> . The nonradiative decay rate is then

determined by the matrix element of J"{^rit between the init ial and the final

states.

It is essential to note that the total Hamiltonian is split into interacting

and noninteracting parts differently in the init ial and the final states in

accord with their own lattice relaxations U-c<*> and Ul(x). Therefore, they belong

to different complete sete. Nevertheless, the result depends only on the

transition amplitude but not on the overlap integral.

In the low temperature ( f,^ ZfaT ) and strong coupling

limit the probability of nonradiative decay is given by

where

• * * • ' < - 't. m

A =

sjdx f%j r, ffxj tyxj + f

(3)

(9)

(ID)

with fjlx) as eigenmodes and U^, as the expansion coefficients for the lattice

relaxation t>Lc!x) . Here the Huang-Rhys factor S is the average number of

phonons needed to "bring the ini t ial lattice configuration into the final one.

Using the self-consistent solutions of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation for

the polaron state and assuming the Hartree approximation for the many-electron

wave function we can estimate the probability of the nonradiative decay of an

electron into a polaron to be

~f

for = 2 eV, t Wfc = 0.1 eV, 0-62, 10 with

(11)

as the

correlation length. This result agrees well with the numerical calculation of

Su and Schrieffer for the same set of parameters.

Similarly, we can estimate the probability of nonradiative decay of an e-h pair
A

into a soliton pair as

W _ - =t 0.6 X to' Sec ~_
••5 5

(12)

for the same set of parameters. ThiB result is also consistent with the dis-

crete model calculation •

It is worthwhile to point out that the nonradiative decay of e-h pair into soliton

pair (either charged or neutral) would be forbidden, if there had been no second

term proportional to f h)*UtW in the interacting Hamiltonian (4) and the many-

electron background effects had been ignored, because the first term in (4)
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proportional to 'f'wli Ylt) is odd under charge conjugation whereas the i n i t i a l

and the final states are charge conjugation even. However, the second term in

(4) i s charge conjugation even, so that the nonradiative decay of e—h pair into

E-S pair is allowed in agreement with the calculation .on the discrete model .

We would like to mention that this result differs from that of Ref. 9 where the

electron photion interaction Hamiltonian does not account for explicit ly the

la t t ice symmetry breaking.

III. RADIATIVE PROCESS

Within the framework of the lattice relaxation theory the multiphonon effects

are included into radiative processes by calculating the Franck-Condon overlap

integral. In the low temperature, strong coupling limit the cross section for

the direct process of soliton pair photoproduction is given by 3,4

2 S (13)

j = Jdx f*M r3 frxj r (14)

where

c is the speed of l ight , tO the photon frequency and S the la t t ice
relaxation for the s—s pair . Notice that the frequency dependence of <J
is Gaussian apart from the preexponential factor tO , Such dependence agrees in
essential features with what obtained by Mele for the optical absorption curve
of t rans- (CH) using the equation of motion method for the discrete l a t t i c e .
The asyrjmetrie t a i l at the high frequency end appearing there i s due "to the long
time behavior of phonons which we do not consider here. To compare with the
experimental results one needs to include higher excitations discussed l a t e r .

band state as well as the neutral s—B pair configuration have even parity, so
the matrix element <eflfl&i> vanishes. We should note that th is conclus-
ion is valid up to arbitrary order of multiphonon processes. Such a select-
ion rule was also obtained independently by Ball, Su and Schrieffer using a dif—

q
ferent method .

However, there are two channels of photogenerating soliton pairs . One is the
direct process we have just considered; the other i s an indirect process of f i r s t
photoexciting the e—h pair and i t s subsequent decay into soliton pair via a non-
radiative process. The band-to-band optical absorption with the life-time effects
"being accounted for i s given by *

u = (15)

where £? z= X1 <%?£ ~t A and 1^ the line-width due to the nonradiative decay.
As said before, the neutral and charged soliton pairs are equally probable in
the nonradiative decay, so that we can estimate the branching ratio of neutral

vs. charged solitons in the photoganeration as 3,4

•Vt (16)

The band—to—"band absorption curve with the lif«—time effects being accounted for

is given in Pig. 1 in comparison with the adiabatic curve. The band—to—kink

absorption will be modified in a similar way . There may be different effects

giving rise to the rounding off for the absorption edge , hut we believe the

multiphonon process is the dominating one.

To conclude this section we would like to mention that the above described

calculations have been redone by Qu. and Wang using the Slater determinant

wave functions instead of the Hartree approximation we have assumed. Although

the numbers they obtain are somewhat different from ours, all basic features of

the theory including the selection rules have been confirmed.

He have derived a celeotion rule which forbids the direct process of photoproduo-

ing neutral soliton pairs from the symmetry arguments ' , In fact, the current

operator J given by (14) is odd under space inversion whereas the filled valence
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

(i) We have previously coiqfarad t m »seftion or soliton photogeneration

given by (13) with the earlier -feti T*i "photoconductivity , and the agreement

turns out to be gofld "trittiout adjusting parameters apert from the arbitrariness

of the photocarrent ttnits. Since photoconductivity is a more complicated process

one migtii question about the validity of such a comparison. However, Blanchet

et * 1 . have found recently that the photoinduced infrared absorption at 1370

cm which should be observed only for charged defect states has the same

excitation profile as the photocurrent. This confirms the theoretical results

in a more convincing way.

(ii) Very recently Weinberger et a l . have shown by use of the phototheraal

deflection spectroscopy that the optical absorption has the same frequency de-

pendence as the photocurrent and also that both of them display the typical

Urbach tai l structure well below the band-to-band gap. These authors intend to

interpret their data in terms of disorder effects. We would like to point out

that these data are consistent with our theoretical results ' . First of al l ,

these two curves should coincide with each other as follows from the theory

because the absorption edge is determined by the direct process of soliton pair

generation. Furthermore, there is no sharp threshold in the frequency dependence

of (13) due to the life-time effects.

The bleaching of 1.38 eV PI absorption at relative high temperatures (200K)

might be associated with charging the neutral soliton pairs. However, to fully

understand the experimental results one needs to include the correlation effects.
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(i i i ) The Tipper bound for the branching ratio of photoinduced neutral to charged

soliton pairs found by Flood et a l . from photoinduced ESR experiments (2x10 )
1 ft

ig consistent with our estimate (16). Recently, Orenstein et al. found that

the photoinduces ESH signal decreases exactly the same way as the photoinduced

IH absorption increases which means, probabaly, that the neutral solitons existed

before became charged. This observation along with the fact that the nature of
the PI absorption at 1.38 eV and 0.45 eV has not yet been fully understood 18,19

shows thatlthe question whether the photocurrent is carried by charged solitons

photogenerated directly or indirectly is s t i l l open. In this connection we would

like to mention that the neutral solitons are allowed in the indirect process

and also that the selection rule which forbids the direct process of neutral pair

photoproduction is very sensitive to the parity symmetry. In fact, this rule is

strictly obeyed for a ring consisting of 4N+2 chains but not of 4N chains,
12

because the valence band ia not rigorously parity even Tor the latter case .
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Pig. 1. The interband optical absorption as a function of the photon energy

E. Curve A: Theoretical result in the adiaiatio approximation. Curve

Ls Theoretical formula with account of the life-time effect in form

of the Lorentsian distribution as given by (15). The line—width f~

= 0.4 "4 . Curve 0: The adiabatic curve averaged over a Gaussian

distribution with a variance of 0.28 ^ .
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